
sub-comment # resolution will be done by Done?

1 n/a n/a n/a
commented on
issue

2 Fixed in branch YesCT done

3
Minimally, add inline comment above title_context and title_attributes explaining what they are in
$defaults YesCT done

4
n/a, but fixing to use String::format anyway, issue pervasive in HEAD. could use own minor
cleanup issue. with #18 YesCT done

no core issue
created

5

wontfix.
  MenuLinkDefault is better than StaticMenuLink since
a) if you don't provide a class it's the defualt
b) it's parallel with other menu plugin things: Drupal\Core\Menu\LocalActionDefault,
Drupal\Core\Menu\LocalTaskDefault pwolanin n/a

commented on
issue

6 followup issue YesCT done
issue posted on
issue

7 this is related/same as 6 - post comments in the follow-up YesCT done
issue posted on
issue

8 file a followup for this and all similar throw new PluginException(). no @todo needed. YesCT done
issue posted on
issue 2302805

9
add comment/@todo on step that adds the example to update this docblock | comment on issue
saying we will do that in Part X?

pwolanin, now
YesCT done

adding todo w
issue 2302849

10 just fix using something very similar to the suggestion xjm done

11
no fix needed: hidden etc are loaded and saved from the storage as ints.  only in
MenuLinkInterface do we have boolean method return values. n/a n/a

dawehner
commented on
issue

12 Just fix YesCT done

13 Just fix YesCT done

14 Just fix YesCT done

16 Add inline comment saying we want NULL to be empty string because reason YesCT done

17 file followup and add @todo inline YesCT done

18 Just use String::format() with #4 YesCT done

19 Just fix xjm done

20

change doc to "managing menu links and storing their definitions".  updateDefinition *is* also
called on discovered links, so it shoudl not be described as specific to non-discovered links -
maybe mention this? . xjm, pwolanin done

fixed first part;
rest needs to be
addressed

21 no - the overrides thing is implementation-specific, not for the interface n/a n/a

22

if the route didn't have the needed parameters, you get a fatal in theUrlGenerator or
AccessManager (which calls the UrlGenerator in checkNamedRoute()) and will throw a
MissingMandatoryParametersException.  So, nothing to do here it's handled at the time the
parameters are needed pwolanin done

comment
posted

23 Just fix xjm done

24 leave as is - I don't think other plugin managers have more specific exceptions n/a n/a

25 leave as is n/a n/a

26 n/a n/a n/a

27 Just fix YesCT done

28 Just fix YesCT done



sub-comment # resolution will be done by Done?

Comment 37
add an inline comment explaining what title_context and title_arguments are, like there already
is for the other definition dawehner done



link: https://www.drupal.org/node/2301239#comment-8965075

sub-comment # resolution will be done by done?

1 Just fix -- add the word menu to the docblock xjm done

2 Add the @see dawehner done

3
move code comment into purgeMultiple(), clarify if needed to refer to
manager instead of controller xjm + dawehner done

4

leave alone: a similar bit of code is in the SQL cache back-end, and other
places. I don't think it's worth bending over backwards to make something
"generic" for this trivial logic which is similar but slightly different in the
places it exists dawehner done filed a followup i

5

A link can be saved to 1 menu or moved from 1 menu to a second menu
as part of the save.  So at most 2 menus were affected by the operation.
Guess that's not obvious, so expand the comment more? xjm done

6

Add comment that we call asort because we want to be sure the
parameters are always in the same order when we call
UrlHelper::buildQuery() dawehner done

7 "Boolean" should be capitalized dawehner done

8
expand comment?  moves the children so they are re-located in the
hierarchy underneath where the parent was re-located done

9 n/a n/a n/a

10

Add @todo/followup to loadMultiple() to look in $this->definitions first, and
for load() and loadMultiple() to populate the defintions also with any new
ones loaded dawehner done

11

expand the  one-line summary here for loadFullMultiple() to have the
same clarification loadFull() does that it's all table fields, not just those in
the definition xjm done

12 Just fix dawehner done

13 Just fix dawehner done

14 Just fix dawehner done

15
add a @todo comment and followup to consider a more efficient hard-
coding the list instead of building it form the schema at run time dawehner done comment remov

16 Add another line explaining what the storage is dawehner done

17 Same as 35.22 n/a n/a

18
It's a tree with each vertex as an array with certain expected keys and
values.  Guess we should expand one of these docs to specify it dawehner done

19 Add example array? dawehner done

20 Just fix dawehner done

21 Just fix dawehner done

22 Just fix dawehner done

https://www.drupal.org/node/2301239#comment-8965075


comment: https://www.drupal.org/node/2301239#comment-8965167

sub-comment # resolution will be done by done?

1 n/a n/a n/a

2 Same followup as #35.6-7 YesCT Done

3 Add "Needs tests" and note in summary to... step 4? or 3? nope. tests added here. great. dawehner done

4 Just fix dawehner done

5 Just fix dawehner done

6 n/a n/a n/a

7 n/a n/a n/a

8
Comment is outdated - remove or change it.  We now *do* save them and also use them on
monolingual sites dawehner done

9 n/a n/a n/a

10 This text is crufty.  -1 isn't used, so take that out xjm, dawehner done

11 n/a n/a n/a

12 fix this to properly inject like e.g. ShortcutAccessController dawehner done

13 n/a n/a n/a

14
use String::format(), generic exception is ok, nothing else to do. actually, using format and showing ID
and UUID. if other exception, can be part of issue from #35 8 YesCT done

15 Just fix dawehner done

16 n/a n/a n/a

17 getInfo() needs to go away now, and be updated for:https://www.drupal.org/node/2301125 dawehner done

https://www.drupal.org/node/2301239#comment-8965167

